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Abstract 

Among the various methods for eraluation of the performance of exhaust mufflers, the transfer matrix 
method is most handy. The transfer matrices for various elements of expansion chamber type of mufflers 
with simple area changes and extended tubes, relating the aeroacoustic variables across them, arc 
derived from the Unearned equations of mass continuity, momentum balance and energy relations. 
The losses in stagnation enthalpy or pressure occurring at these elements art taken into consideration 
explicitly. The new transfer matrices are used in the theoretical prediction of noise reduction in 
experimental mufflers and a good agreement between the predicted and experimental values of noise 
reduction is observed. 

Key words : Aeroacoustic analysis, mufflers, tube expansion chambers, noise reduction, transfer 
matrix method. 

I. Introduction 

Reactive mufflers are classified into two categories on the basis of the direction of mean 
flow of exhaust gases through them : (i) straight-through mufflers, and (ii) reversed- 
flow mufflers. 

Some of the elements used in straight-through reflective mufflers are : (a) Sudden 
contraction, (b) Extended outlet, (c) Sudden expansion and (d) Extended inlet. 
These muffler elements are illustrated in fig. I. 

In the past, several investigators have tried to analyse the performance characteristics 
of these muffler elements". 

Alfredson and Davies' investigated the effect of sudden area changes on acoustic 
wave propagation assuming one-dimensional quasi-steady flow conditions and applying 
linearised quasi-stationary equations of energy, continuity and momentum balance. 

* Presently with the Department of Mechanical Engineering, N.S.S. College of Engineering, 

Palshat 678 008, India. 
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nu. 1. Muffler elements with abrupt area changes. 

They took into consideution the entropy fluctuations downstream of sudden expan- 
sion and extended inlet as suggested by Mungur and Gladwel17. 

Munjals proposed the velocity ratio-cum-transfer matrix method for the evaluation 
of the performance of a muffler with mean flow. He suggested that, in the case of 
mean flow, the classical acoustic variables p and v are to be replaced by what he called 
aeroacoustic or covective variables pe  and v, which are the perturbations in total pres- 
sure and mass velocity. The acoustic N ar iables p and v are related to the corresponding 
aeroacoustic variables p e  and v, by the relations 8  

P, p + MYv 	 (I) 
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and 

v.= v 4- pMIY 	 (2) 

Making use of the formulations by Alfredson and Davies* he derived the transfer 
matrices relating the aeroacoustic state variables across area discontinuities of' diff3- 
rent muffler elements. Some of those transfer matrices are: 

(1) Sudden contraction 

[ 01 	01 ] 	
(3) 

(2) Extended outlet 

(4) 

(3) Sudden expansion 

i 1 M8 ;0 — N) 2 ] 
L 0 	1 

I 

ia. 
(5) 

and 

(4) Extended inlet 

1  
1 + A 

1 4- 2NA[ r1  
ZS 

I Al3  Y8  (1 — 2N + N2  + N2  A) 

1 + N 2  idi 

(6) 

where 

Z3 a — i Y2 COt kis 

Y la c/S 

I 

C 	a acoustic velocity 

S 	= area of cross-section 

it 	a length of the annular end-chamber 

k = 2n f lc 

I 	= frequency, Hz 

A = a parameter Als Ya2 

M = Mach number of mean,flow, and 

N = SalS, for sudden expansion and extended inlet 

C S1 /S3  for sudden contraction and extended outlet. 
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These transfer matrices and the underlying relationss imply certain over-simplifying 
assumptions which are not strictly valid in actual situations. For example, the transfer 
matrix for sudden contraction presumes that the total pressure and hence the aero- 
acoustic pressure p„ remains the same on either side of the plane of area discontinuity, 
which implies that the contraction is loss-free. In actual flow situations, some losses 
do occur at a sudden contraction. lience, the transfer matrix (1) has to be modified 
taking into consideration the effect of flow losses. A similar assumption was made 
also in the case of an extended outlet. For extended inlet, it was assumed that the 
pressure in the annular section at the plane of area discontinuity was equal to the static 
pressure in the upstream tube. In the investigation reported here, these assumptions 
are avoided and the transfer matrices are derived making use of the information avail- 
able in the literature rerrding the losses in total pressure occurring across simple area 
changes. The reviszil transfer matrices arc verified for their validity by comparing 
the noise reduction spectra so predicted with those observed in experimental mufflers 
as suggested in ref. 9. 

2. Extended outlet and sudden contraction 

The equations of energy, mas5 continuity and momentum balance are aprlied to 
the sections across an area change relating the conditions at points I, 2 and 3 as shown 
in fig. 1 (b). The resultant transfer matrix is simplified for application to the element 
of fig. I (a). 

2.1. The energy relation 

The one-dimensional equation for energy pertu.rbation 6' 7  leads to the following rela- 
tion in terms of the aeroacoustic variabless 

Pi, = Pe,' (7) y — I • 

The dissipation parameter 3 is, therefore, given by 

= (7— I) (Peo 	Pe1p3). 	 (8) 

The energy equation can also be written taking into consideration the losses occurring 
at the area transition between points 3 and 1. 

For an incompressible flow (A/ 1  < 0*25) as obtaining in automotive mufflers, 
M14< 1.0. This relation is made use of throughout this analysis. Expressed in terms 
of the dynamic head of the fluid in the small( r tube, the losses at the transition would be 

LOSS = K e {+ Po Ili, 0} 
	

(9) 
where K, is the head loss coefficient for contraction (elements (a) and (b) in fig. 1). 
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The energy relations without and with acoustic Nrturbation can be written. respectively 
as 

P40 + 1120 (4.0 = P1 1 0 	Potn i o ± Kt {i PoULO 	 (10) 

and 

093,0 + 	+ P• (U3,0 + 143) 2  = 	• + Pi ) 

+ Pe (CI 	+ 14 1 )' + K, 	p o (1.1/4 0  + z41 ) 2}. 	 (11) 

Subtracting eqn. (10) from eqn. (11), neglecting terms of second and higher orthr in 
acoustic variables, p, v and Al and using eqn. (1) one gets 

Pt, 3sit Peo + K D A- f }' 1 v 1 . 

Comparing eqns. (7) and (12) the dissipation parameter can be written as 

6  

Equations (1) and (2) yield the relation 

D Af re' (v 1  , 1  — 	 Aff). 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Since Af! < 1, No. (14) reduces to 

V., 1 	P.,1 	Yi• 	 (15) 

Equations (12) and (15) lead to the following energy relation in terms of aeroacoustic 
variables 

P.,) ag Pro (I — 	+ /CM,. Yive,i 	 (16) 

	

ea2e  Pe,' + K 	e, 1. 	
(17) 

2.2. Continuity equation 

The equations of mass continuity without and with acoustic perturbations, along with 
the relations' 

=
Ps 	 (18) 

Ps   

and 

P1— 	
+ 3 	 (19) 

P1 'I—  to 

yields' 
(20) e  

141  = V., ÷ V2 ± 0 V • 
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2.3. Momentum equation 

The momentum equation without and with acoustic perturbation can be rearranged 
to yields 

S3 (p,3 	Al3 Y3Vs, 	P2 (S3 — 	= SI (Pe, -4- 	YiVej 	M). 	(21) 

2.4. Transfer matrices 

In eqn. (21), the pressure in the annular section at the plane of the area change has 
been denoted by p i. The same has been assumed to act on the solid area of the inner 
tube end (corresponding to its thickness). 

Pt  can be expressed as 

P2 = V2Z2 

where 4  is the equivalent impedance of the annular cavity. 

Zs  = /Y. cot Hi  

MS SI Y3 
M1  s, 

(22) 

For rigid end walls 

(23) 

(24) 

Assuming MI < 1 and using eqns. (13), (15), (19) and (22), eqn. (21) can be simplified as 

where 

1 
Vic9 5 4 (1 N AM){(I — 	Pc,' + Z 2 0 — N + A (IC, N;,)} = 	  (25) 

• 

(26) 

The required transfer matrix can be obained from eqns. (17) and (25) as 

Ko mi  yi  p•• 
N 	1 — N  + A (K„  N) 

[ 
L vs, a J 	4 (1 N — AN2) 	1 — N — AN 2 	v"' 

If AN2 <1, the transfer matrix in eqn. (27) would become 

I1 	IC yi  
+ A (IC, — 

2-; 1- N 

(27) 

(28) 

If the entrance to the outli.t tube is somehow made loss -free, i.e., Ke  = 0, the transfer 
matrix (28) would further simplify to 

1 	0 1   
AN 1. 

(29) iz A  1—N 
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Comparing the matrices (4), (28) and (29), it is clear that the discrepancy in the first 
row second column term is due to the assumption made in refs. 6 and 8 that the losses 
at the extended outlet are zero (that leads to peo  being equal to pc, 3). The extra term 
in the second row second column position of eqn. (29), AN:(!-N) 1 , is the consequence 
of p, in the annular chamber not being equal to p,, a  and hence pesl—another 
assumption made in refs. 6 and 8. In fact, from the momentum equation without 
acoustic perturbation one gets 

Pr,. (Ss — 	st P3,0 453 + P0S3U lie 	(P1 0S1 	POSiU to). 	 (30) 

If pi  is the total pressure, eqn. (30) can be written as 

Pt.. (I — N) = P1 1 4o + i PeUho — N (11/410 + i PoU11 ,6). 

Since Uso, dt Nt.k, cqn. (30 can be re-arranged as 

(31) 

Pe, a, • 
their 

As K 1  

K. \ 
P4* ar  Plos•C(I 	- -7 ;! N P0 14.0. 	 (32) 

st (1 	N)4 2 (as shown below) relation (32) clearly shows that hp  is less than 
and not equal to it as assumed by Alfredson and Davies' and Munjar. Thus, 
astunptions 

(33) Pe,3 ma Pos t 

and 

Pa ar Pc3 

are incorrect. More correctly 

P.,1 < Pe s  3 

and 

PS < 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

For thethe case of sudden contraction (fig. I (a)) 

= 0 and hence Z 1  --• co, and consequently, 

1 0 and A O. 
-42 

Transfer matrix (28) yields the desired relation for sudden contraction 

r 	K.Mi  Y1 1 
Lo 	_I 

Comparing this with matrix 

and Davies', it can be seen 

(37) 

(3) derived by Munjals from the equations of Alfredson 
that the first-row second-column element is not equal to 
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zero in the present matrix. Evidently, this means that PS,I < /7 03  which the earlier 

investigators assumed to be equal. 

The value of the head loss coefficient K. for the sudden contraction can be had from 

several text books (e.g., rcfs. 10, II). Figure 2 shows a plot of K. vs area ratio. An 

approximate empirical expression for K. is given by 

1 — N 
K. 	 

2 
(38) 

In the absence of any published data, this value of K. is adopted for the case of 
extended outlet also because the presence of the annular buffer would not change vcry 
much the flow comergence pattern. This is in fact amply borne out by the experi- 
mental data plotted in fig. 5 of thc following paper's, where it is shown that even for 
contraction with reversal, the head loss coefficient happens to be as in eqn. (38) for 
N < 0 . 2, as is generally the case. It may be seen that for stationary medium, where 
M = 0, the transfer matrices (28) and (37) would reduce to cqns. (4) and (3) respectively. 

3. Extended inlet and sudden expansion 

Applying the same procedure as adopted in the case of extended outlet to an extended 
inlet (fig. 1 (d)), the energy relations can be written as 

o 
Pet : = Pe,i 	1 	 (39) 

— 

Ps 
Ps = —2  (40) 

A = Pi 	4.  

	

Cl 	 (41) 

01 	02 	03 	Os 	 06 	07 	0- 6 	00 	1•0 
AREA RATIO (Si / Sz • N) 

Fich 2. 	Head loss coefficient at sudden contraction vs area ratio. --- experimental, from reference 10 and 11; - - - empirical, K.= (1 - N)12. 
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and 

hog  =P
,
i + K 0 M 3  Y3 #:L° p 	Ke  M3 Y3Vdo  3 	 (42) 

where K. is the head loss coefficient at the extended inlet expressed in terms of the 
dynamic head in the smaller tube. 

The continuity equation can be written as 

t  Afi ve,s 	vto  + V2 + 
(r -},-; • 

The momentum equation is 

N (Pe, + 	Y3v,,) + ( 	N) p 3  a P , t  + N' M2  Y3v,, + 6N1  M: 

where 

N Sal 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

Equation (44) implies the assumption that the pressure on the small solid area of the 
inner tube wall end section is the same as that inside the annular tube at that plane, 
i.e., p 3. 

Solving eqns. (39)-•44) simultaneously and rearranging, one gets 

ip„31. 	1  

Lv„, 	- N+AN(I + K.) 

N + A (N + 	K .41 3 Y3 (1 N AN')1 E  
Pea j 

1 — N 	 — N + AN' 	ve, i  
zs 

(46) 

where 

A = M Ya le 
	 (47) 

11 N2  <1, the transfer matrix in eqn. (46) would be 

• 
1— 

N+ A (N + 
1 — N 
•-2:-  

K .M 3 Y3 (1 N) 
(48) 

1— N 

The following results can be cleducA from the transfer matrix (48). 

(a) For a stationary medium, M = 0, A = 0, JC=O 

Pr,' = pa; yr, a =va Pe,i = 	V, 1 	Vt. 
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Thus one gets the following relation for an extended inlet 

o 

[ Pvsj [ 

F P1 
j Lv ii  

(h) For sudden exparbicn, 

(49) 

Is  = 0, A 	O. 

Therefore, eqn. (46) reduces to 

r Peal = ri 	K4 413 Y31 FP.,1 -1 
L Vet S 	Lo 	1 	j v„ (50) 

The head loss coefficient K, for a sudden exp3nsion is given in 5everal 	text books 
(e.g., ref's. 10 and I I). 	A plot of K, vs N is given in fig. 3. 

An empirical expression for K. is given by 

(51) 

11 0 

	Fir  
S2 

Y2 

 	, 

Loss of total presswe 
7* K e (1/2 	Vi2 ) 

• 1 	 1 	1  
C 	0 4 	0•6 	0.8 

	
1.0 

08 

0.6 

at 

a 
0.2 

Li 

0 

AREA RATIO (Si/ S2 r- 

Fm. 3. Head loss c3;fficient K, vs area ratio at sudden expansion, — experimental K 	(1 	N) from references 10 and 11, 
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For sudden expansion, the transfer matrix in eqn. (50) with K.= 	- 1%1) 2  is the same 
as the matrix (5) derived earlier in ref. 8. Fox extended inlet also, the loss coefficient 
given .by cqn. (51) is adopted for substitution as there is no published data to establish. 
otherwise. This is indirectly borne out by the experimental data plotted in fig. 7 of 
the following paper"' where it is shown that even for expansion with reversal, the head 
loss coefficient happens to be nearly unity, which tallies approximately with eqn. (51) 
for N <l. Further investigations into this would of course be useful. Substituting 
eqn. (51) in eqn. (48) and simplifying, the transfer matrix for extended inlet becomes 

1 + A 	Af 3 Y3 (1 - 2N) 1  
. 	 (52) 1 + 2AN[ .! 	 I Z2  

which is identical to the matrix (6) detived by Munjals for N 2  ts- A/0< J. 

4. Experimental verification of the transfer matrices 

A direct experimental verification of various elements constituting the transfer matrix 
of an clement (or a set of elements) can be carried out by the transient testing technique 
developed by To and Doigen ,  13  which necessitates elaborate experimental set-up and 
has not yet been tried for moving medium. Another method used by Doige and 
Tha.wani' is to measure the SPL at any two locations in the muffler across the elements 
under investigation and compare them with the predicted values using the transfer 
matrices of these elements. This SPL difference which is known as noise reduction 
across the element seems to be a suitable method for the verification. The velocity 

-ratio-cum-transfer matrix method explained in ref. 8 is made use ol in the formulation. 
This is explained in Appendix 1. Noise reduction spectrum acro:cs the two points 
indicated in figs. 7-9 of experimental mufflers was compared with that predicted by 
the above method by making use of a general FORTRAN program. The program 
takts into account the radiation impedance and tube attenuation constant as modified 
by the convective and dissipative effects of mean flow, makes use of the transfer matrices 
of the constituent elements, and finally makes use of the expression (A-3) of Appendix 1. 
The dimensional details of the two experimental mufflers fabricated in the laboratory 
are shown in fig. 4. 

All tire dimensions are in mm. The mufflers Nverz attached to an experimental faci- 
lity. Air at atmospheric temperature and nearly atmospheric pressure was supplied to 
the system from an .  air compressor through a pressurt control valve. The air flow 

rate was measured by an orifice meter which was calibrated separately. The Mach 
number of the flow was calculated on the basis of the mean flow velocity averaged over 
the test section. The system was excit -:d by a 10 W loudspeaker housed in a chamber 

connected to the inlet section of the muffler. One B and K type 1023 beat frequency 

oscillator was used for the excitation of the loudspeaker at the desired frequency. The 
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(a) 'Simple expansion chamber muffler 
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ISo 00 

Fla. 4. Experimental mufflers tested. 

sound pressure levels at sections 1 and 2 downstream and upstream of the muffler were 
measured by a 1/4 inch B and K condenser microphone. The microphone was held 
in a microphone holder which was mounted on connection sockets welded to the tube 
at the test locations. A probe tube bent in the form of a pitot tube having 2 mm outside 
diameter communicates the total pressure at the test section to the condenser micro- 
phone diaphragm. As pressures on the two sides of the diaphragm are equalized 
through the holes provided for the purpose, only the perturbations would be picked up 
as sigaats. Since the probe facing upstream would pick up the total pressure, this 
arrangement would be suitable for measuring the perturbations in total pressure PC. 

Since the same probe, microphone and holder are used for both the locations, and 
the SPLs are measured at the same frequencies for bath the sections, the effect, if any, 
of their characteristics would get cancelled out. The signals from the microphone 
were passed through a B and K type 2020 constant band width heterodyne slave filter 
and the ouput was measured by a B and K type 2606 measuring amplifier. For measure- 
ments, the band width of the filter used was 3.16 liz. Figure 5 shows the schematic 
arrangement of the experimental set-up. The noise reduction across the muffler was 
measured as the difference in SPLs between points 1 and 2 of fig. 5 at various frequencies. 

The experiments were performed with and without flow. The theoretical spectra of 
noise reduction calculated from the transfer matrix method are plotted in figs. 6-9. 
The measured results are super;mposed on these plots, 
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FIG. 5. Schematic urangemcnt of excitation-nun-measurement systcm. 

The experimental results agree quite satisfactorily with the theoretical values of noise 
reduction especially at low frequencies. The measurement of SPL at frequencies very 
close to the peaks of the noise reduction curves was difficult and unreliable as the SPL 
at the downstream location was beim 
At frequencies above 800 Hz, they in 
This phenomenon is presumably due 
In this connection, it may be noted t 
equation, Rayleigh" showed that the 

the ambient noise level due to now -turbulence. 

icate a discrepancy which v2ries with frequency. 
to the occurrence of three-dimensional effecb. 

Lat from the solution of three-dimensional wave 
irst axisymmetric mode can propagate for 

Ica > 3.832 

and the first diametral mode for 

ka > 1.84. 

Thus the plane wave analysis would break down at 

ka > 1.84 

1.84 c 
or 	1> 

(53) 
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for stationary medium, and as per Masons at 

1•84c 
f  nri (1 M2)  (54) 
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FREQUENCY, 44z 

FIG. 8. Noise reduction n frequency for muffler with extended inlet and extended outlet without 
flow. — theoretical; o o experimental. 

FREQUENCY. H-P 

Flu. 9. Noise reduction vs frequency for a muffler with extended inlet and extended outlet with flow. 

M  O' 06. — theoretical; o o experimental. 
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for a moving medium. 	For the present case, c = 347 m/s and 	the diameter of the 

larger tube is 0.1294 m, and hence, the cut off frequency would be 

f = 1570 Hz. 

However, downstream of a sudden area discontinuity, the length of the tube required 
to sufficiently attenuate the higher order modes generated at the discontinuity would 
be equal to many diameters. For example, Davies and Dwyert observed that the 
threz-dimensional disturbances in the transmitted wave die out in a length of about ten 
diameters downstream in the case of sudden expansion and four diameters downstream 
in the case of sudden contraction. In the muffler configuration shown in fig. 4 the 
tube length after sudden enlargement is only 0.75 m, i.e., about 6D in the case of 
muffler with extended inlet and extended outlet. This may be one of the reasons why 
at frequencies as low as one-half of the theoretical cut off frequency, the prediction 
from one-dimensional wave theory starts deviating from the observed values of noise 
reduction. 	Of cour e, there is a need for further investigation into the three-dimen- 
sional effects downstream of sudden area discontinuities. 

5. Conclusions 

It has been found that the changes incorporated into the transfer matrices make only a 
marginal difference (less than 1 dB) in the noise reduction except at peaks and troughs 
where it is substantial (2 to 3 dB). These differences, however, would magnify in 
commercial mufflers which invariably make use of 2 to 3 chambers and higher Mach 
Numbers (about 0.25). 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis and the results : 

(i) The transfer matrices for sudden contraction and extended outlet should take 
into consideration the flow losses occurring at those sections. The earlier 
investigators neglected the losses and to that extent, their results were incorrect. 
Empirically, the loss coefficient can be taken to be (1 — N)/2. 

(ii) In the case of extended outlet the static pressure in the annular cavity in the 
plane of area change may be less than the total pressure upstream, while the 
earlier investigators assumed it to be equal to the latter. This assumption has 
been avoided in the foregoing analy4is. 

(iii) The transfer matrices derived for sudden expansion and extended inlet are the 
same as those established by previous investigators as long as the area ratio is 
sufficiently small. 

(iv) The experimental values of noise reduction are in good agreement with those 
predicted using the transfer matrices derived in the text. This confirms the 
validity and accuracy of the transfer matrices. 
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(v) The effect of mean flow and turbulent friction damping is to flatten the peaks 

and troughs of the noise reduction spectrum. 
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Appendix 

An expression for noise reduction and the error in its estimation if a wall-static pressure 
probe is used instead of a total pressure probe 

Pcn.1 
I cl)  

r A muffler vnth acoustic 

elements 2 to n 

II 

point 

0 

Flo. A- 1. Terminology for noise reduction parameter. 

Noise reduction is defined here as difference of the convective sound pressure icveh 
(SPL) measured at points (I) and (2) as shown in fig. A-1. In the analysis, the elements 
are numbered from the radiation end upstream. Thus, connecting points n 
and 0 

L 	el =i• tr.„4.111;„] .• • ET.,][T„11:,""i 

	

j Erni  [ 01 zI 	Lori = ETO.,,1[1; R I ..• 

= LA 
.12:  Azi[Ovia

] 
(say), 

where 

(A-1) 
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And convective Sit at points (2) and 0 ' are related as 

Eic 	

r D  
= 

tie] 	 taco  

ET: j  [ 01 f ,..][ vOi 

F A;, Ahiro 
mi A al ve J bay). 	 (A-2) 

s  

Now, 

NR Snell  s 

S 201(41.1 Pr.+ 3 1P.1 
• 

at 20 logto  IA n;  A I 	 (A-3) 

where SPI. . 1  and SPL: 3re the sound pt cessure levels measured at the upsti cam and 
downstream 	locagions respectively at 	the gin frequency. 

The wall-static measurements would yizid only the acoustic variables p, rnd p' 
respectively which arc rek ted to thc corresponding acroacouttic viksiables by eqm. 
(1) and 1 21. Tre no;se reduction if calculated from the wall ttatie measurements 
would b3 

NR' = 	 1 

Pe •4+1  a  Alts1-1 1c r I VO441  I = 20 logi 	, 
p—M

, 
 Y
„  
v. 

ar 20 log A. l  a Me -144-1A2.2 	 (A-4) ”- 4! I AP—Thir, 4;;;—  1$ 

The nor in the estimaiion of noise.; Lduction would then be 

Au 	Y' %a.) 
NR 	NR' us 20 logio  I --A. si

ni 
ae-cf ya-  A 21-1-  1• 	

(A-5) 
I 1 	nit st se  "am I ni in, 


